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in the final chapter, dante enters the home of the demon emperor mundus and defeats him. mundus then uses the trinity of weapons
and his dying breath to create trish, a clone of his dead wife, who has been possessing trish's body. after defeating trish, mundus

reveals his master plan: he has created the perfect weapons to destroy the devil empire. he sends his created servant demons to get
the weapons, and tells dante to retrieve the yamato. after retrieving the yamato, dante is teleported to a dangerous location. he is then

attacked by nero, who wants to fight dante in a final duel to the death. after fighting nero, dante returns home to discover the truth
behind his mother's death. it is revealed that his mother was once possessed by an unknown force and that dante himself was created
by that force to kill his mother. dante then sets out to find the source of his creation, and to destroy it. he also learns that vergil was

once an agent of the devil and that he was the one who possessed his mother. the first devil may cry was developed and published by
capcom for the playstation and was released in 1999. it was a significant departure from the traditional genre of beat-'em-ups that

capcom had previously produced, such as the street fighter and final fight series. the game was the first in a series of interactive fiction
video games developed by capcom, the first two titles in the series being released on playstation and pc titled dmc devil may cry and
dmc devil may cry 2: special edition, respectively. both titles featured the same gameplay and storyline, as well as the same playable

characters and a similar level design.
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Dante begins his quest. He is initially rejected by the castle's guards, but they agree to help when
he tells them that he is not a detective, but a demon hunter; and then asks them for their help to
find Trish, who apparently escaped. Dante later accompanies a trio of the guards to the emperor's
chamber. He and the guards encounter and incapacitate the emperor's sister and his right-hand

man, but the emperor is able to send the guards out of the room while he and Trish escape.Dante,
the guards, and a soldier follow the emperor's tracks to a club, where he is waiting for Trish with a
trio of devils. He kills one of them, and is about to stab the other when the emperor jumps in and
fights him, killing Dante's ally and the Emperor's brother. Dante and the two remaining soldiers
proceed to escape on a ship by sabotaging the propulsion system. They decide to head back to

the surface, after an accident that caused their ship to crash, to determine Mundus' whereabouts
and attack him when he's least expecting it. As they near the city, they are attacked by demons.
Dante and his two companions fight them off; but as Dante falls, he is possessed by one of the
demons, and the soldier's fall leaves Dante alone to face the devil.A few of Dante's bullets hit
their mark as he fights his way through various demons. As his body gets weaker, so does the

demons. Mundus is revealed in his true form as a demon of colossal proportions. Unsurprisingly,
Dante and his deadly bullets eventually slay him. In the final duel, Dante controls his demonic
strength to kill Mundus' invulnerable demon ally. As he moves in for the kill, he hesitates when
Mundus tells him that he's "fallen so low", and is about to kill Dante when he is pummeled by

Trish's attack and dies. 5ec8ef588b
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